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Front End DeveloperFront End Developer
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Latin America
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Travel enthusiast who loves to spend my time in Latin 
America. Life has been a great adventure since I learned to 
code. When it comes to work, I love tackling interesting 
challenges that lead to growth. Dove all in on knowing coding 
and starting from the ground up and have built myself into an 
experienced Front End developer. I feel like I’ve maximized and 
optimized what I can do in my previous roles and I’m ready to 
dig deeper and gain some new experiences.

Would love to work on exciting React-based projects and/or 
with experienced developers.

FRONT-END DEVELOPER 
SUNRIDER  -  11/2015 - CURRENT

• Developed the Front End of several applications over the
years using Angular and React as a lead developer
• Maintained CI/CD pipelines that facilitate the automation of
building, testing and deploying applications
• Performed code reviews to ensure only efficient code got
into the codebase, minimizing the need for heavy refactoring
• Wrote automated integration and unit tests that run
whenever commits hit the CI/CD pipeline, eliminating a large 
amount of bugs
• Utilized performance testing tools, minimizing load sizes and
increasing page load speeds

HTML5, CSS3
Javascript, Typescript
React
Angular
State Management
Components
Testing
Optimizing Performance
APIs (GraphQL, Rest)
Git, VSCode
Agile (JIRA, Scrum, Kanban)

Proactive
Communication
Problem Solving
Time Management
Adaptable

English - Native
Spanish - Conversational

SOTFWARE DEVELOPER

CARD.com  -  05/2014 - 06/2015

• Participated in the development of the card ordering process
for main company website, which had 1000 card orders per 
day

https://github.com/jtbitt
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jay-bittner-b3257a20/
https://www.jaybittner.com
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• Assisted with the front end development of the company

website

• Created widgets and tools for our call center employees to

be more productive through the Zendesk platform, reducing

the questions they needed to ask

• Worked with MySQL daily to resolve edge cases, assist with

fraud investigations, catching numerous scammers in the

process

• Wrote scripts that ran in jobs every 24hrs, resolving

bottlenecks of hundreds of card orders that were stuck

somewhere in the initiation process

FANCYLINGO

Description
Language learning application I built as inspiration from my 

traveling experiences, trying to learn the basics of a language 

quickly. My friends and I wanted something that only has the 

most common words already organized into different sets. Set 

up a working prototype with a design and functionality with 

apis already connected.

Stack
Expo, React Native, React Native Paper (Material design), 

Firebase (authentication and cloud functions), Hasura 

(database), GraphQL (for the content api).

EDUCATIONEDUCATIONEDUCATIONEDUCATION

2014 - Web Development Immersive 
General Assembly, Los Angeles

2008-2010 - Bachelor’s in Marketing 
California State University, Dominguez Hills

https://www.jaybittner.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jay-bittner-b3257a20/
https://github.com/jtbitt
https://www.jaybittner.com/projects/fancylingo

